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THE SECRETS OF FACILITATION
THE SMART GUIDE TO GETTING RESULTS WITH GROUPS
John Wiley & Sons The revised edition of this facilitation classic oﬀers a wealthof targeted techniques for facilitators who seek
eﬀective,consistent, and repeatable results. Based on Michael Wilkinson'sproven SMART (Structured Meeting And Relating
Techniques) approach,The Secrets of Facilitation can help to achieve stellarresults when managing, presenting, teaching, planning,
and selling,as well as other professional and personal situations. This expanded edition includes new chapters on facilitatingvirtual
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meetings, cross-cultural teams, and large groups andconferences. It also provides a series of strategies for engagingteams, additional
information about making meetings moreproductive, and further guidance on preventing dysfunctionalbehavior. In addition, the book
contains a wealth of fresh casestudies and an ancillary website with must-have tools andtechniques for both the beginner and the
seasoned facilitator. Praise for the First Edition of The Secrets ofFacilitation "One of the single most powerful processes is the ability
tosuccessfully lead a group to an impactful, actionable outcome. InThe Secrets of Facilitation, beginning and experiencedfacilitators
alike will ﬁnd tools to take their results to thenext level." —Jim Canﬁeld, chief learning oﬃcer, TECInternational "This book shares 'The
Secrets' that have been the basis of myfacilitation practice for over a decade." —Kerri McBride, past chair, InternationalAssociation of
Facilitators "In my career, I've seen many, many facilitators. MichaelWilkinson is the best. 'The Secrets' explain why." —Len Roberts,
CEO, RadioShack "We have trained over 100 leaders and business analysts in 'TheSecrets.' Great facilitation works." —Peter Scott,
executive general manager,MLC–National Australia Bank "At last there is a practical, hands-on guide for anyone whoworks with groups
or teams. This book delivers!" —Ann Herrmann-Nehdi, CEO, Herrmann International,Herrmann Brain Dominance Indicator

THE SECRETS OF FACILITATION
THE S.M.A.R.T. GUIDE TO GETTING RESULTS WITH GROUPS
John Wiley & Sons

THE SECRETS OF FACILITATION
THE S.M.A.R.T. GUIDE TO GETTING RESULTS WITH GROUPS
John Wiley & Sons The Secrets of Facilitation delivers a clear vision of facilitation excellence and reveals the speciﬁc techniques
eﬀective facilitators use to produce consistent, repeatable results with groups. Author Michael Wilkinson has trained thousands of
managers, mediators, analysts, and consultants around the world to apply the power of SMART (Structured Meeting And Relating
Techniques) facilitation to achieve amazing results with teams and task forces. He shows how anyone can use these proven group
techniques in conﬂict resolution, consulting, managing, presenting, teaching, planning, selling, and other professional as well as
personal situations.

FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING
John Wiley & Sons "The best book on collaboration ever written!" —Diane Flannery, founding CEO, Juma Ventures And now this classic
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book is even better—much better. Completely revised and updated, the second edition is loaded with new tools and techniques. Two
powerful new chapters on agenda design A full section devoted to reaching closure More than twice as many tools for handling
diﬃcult dynamics 70 brand-new pages and over 100 pages signiﬁcantly improved

FEARLESS FACILITATION
THE ULTIMATE FIELD GUIDE TO ENGAGING (AND INVOLVING!) YOUR AUDIENCE
John Wiley & Sons As the workforce ages and younger trainers and managers emerge, facilitation skills take on a new importance and,
with the increased use of social networks, new facilitation skills are needed. Written by two facilitation gurus, this book shows how to
make any learning environment come alive. It outlines proven guidelines any trainer can use to unify groups, inspire creativity, and
get audiences, teams, and colleagues to speak up, talk back, participate, and engage in meetings.

THE FACILITATOR'S FIELDBOOK
Amacom Books Getting people to play together nicely is one thing. Getting them to work together productively is a very diﬀerent
challenge. This practical ﬁeldbook gives managers, trainers, and group leaders in any industry the tools to turn their teams into welloiled machines.

FROM CONFLICT TO CREATIVE COLLABORATION
A USER'S GUIDE TO DYNAMIC FACILITATION
Hillcrest Publishing Group A radically new and powerful way of working with groups

THE EXECUTIVE GUIDE TO FACILITATING STRATEGY
FEATURING THE DRIVERS MODEL
Leadership Strategieds Publishing "The Executive Guide to Facilitating Strategy" provides executives, leaders, and facilitators with a
step-by-step resource for guiding their team through all phases of the strategic planning process from gaining the team's buy-in to do
planning and identify strategic issues, all the way through organization alignment, implementation, monitoring, and making
adjustments.
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FACILITATING WITH EASE!
CORE SKILLS FOR FACILITATORS, TEAM LEADERS AND MEMBERS, MANAGERS, CONSULTANTS, AND TRAINERS
John Wiley & Sons The deﬁnitive guide to running productive meetings Facilitating With Ease! has become the go-to handbook for
those who lead meetings, training, and other business gatherings. Packed with information, eﬀective practices, and invaluable advice,
this book is the comprehensive handbook for anyone who believes meetings should be productive, relevant, and as short as possible.
Dozens of exercises, surveys, and checklists will help transform anyone into a skilled facilitator, and clear, actionable guidance makes
implementation a breeze. This new fourth edition includes a new chapter on questioning, plus new material surrounding diversity,
globalization, technology, feedback, distance teams, diﬃcult executives, diverse locations, personal growth, meeting management,
and much more. With in-depth, expert guidance from planning to closing, this book provides facilitators with an invaluable resource
for learning or training. Before you run another meeting, discover the practices, processes, and techniques that turn you from a
referee to an eﬀective facilitator. This book provides a wealth of tools and insights that you can put into action today. Run productive
meetings that get real results Keep discussions on track and facilitate the exchange of ideas Resolve conﬂict and deal with diﬃcult
individuals Train leaders and others to facilitate eﬀectively Poorly-run meetings are an interruption in the day, and accomplish little
other than putting everyone behind in their “real” work. On the other hand, a meeting run by an eﬀective facilitator makes everyone’s
job easier; decisions get made, strategies are improved, answers are given, and new ideas bubble to the surface. A productive
meeting makes everyone happy, and results in real beneﬁts that spread throughout the organization. Facilitating With Ease! is the
skill-building guide to running great meetings with conﬁdence and results.

THE ART OF FACILITATION
THE ESSENTIALS FOR LEADING GREAT MEETINGS AND CREATING GROUP SYNERGY
Penguin Random House New Zealand Limited World renowned facilitation, group and meetings dynamics guru explains how to run
great meetings. Dr Dale Hunter's classic guide includes all the latest ﬁndings and research on facilitation. Written by an international
expert, it's the go-to sourcebook for people involved in human resources, management, mediation, team leadership, performance
management and individual and team coaching. If you're someone who is responsible for eﬀective group and inter-personal dynamics,
this is the Bible. "Interpersonal dynamics can unravel the best of managerial intentions. Worse still, a little knowledge in untrained
hands can lead to managers manufacturing consent and manipulating people to agree to management goals. Hunter’s book is a
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sobering reminder of how many managers, directors and business leaders are stumbling about in the dark with very few skills when it
comes to unlocking individual and group potential. ... The Art of Facilitation will sit comfortably on the bookshelf of anyone wanting to
learn more about harnessing group energy to attain a common goal." Ruth le Pla, Management Magazine, May 2007

VISUAL MEETINGS
HOW GRAPHICS, STICKY NOTES AND IDEA MAPPING CAN TRANSFORM GROUP PRODUCTIVITY
John Wiley & Sons Use eye-popping visual tools to energize your people! Just as social networking has reclaimed the Internet for
human interactivity and co-creation, the visual meetings movement is reclaiming creativity, productivity, and playful exchange for
serious work in groups. Visual Meetings explains how anyone can implement powerful visual tools, and how these tools are being used
in Silicon Valley and elsewhere to facilitate both face-to-face and virtual group work. This dynamic and richly illustrated resource gives
meeting leaders, presenters, and consultants a slew of exciting tricks and tools, including Graphic recording, visual planning, story
boarding, graphic templates, idea mapping, etc. Creative ways to energize team building, sales presentations, staﬀ meetings, strategy
sessions, brainstorming, and more Getting beyond paper and whiteboards to engage new media platforms Understanding emerging
visual language for leading groups Unlocking formerly untapped creative resources for business success, Visual Meetings will help you
and your team communicate ideas more eﬀectively and engagingly.

ADVANCED FACILITATION STRATEGIES
TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES TO MASTER DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
John Wiley & Sons From Ingrid Bens, the author of the best-selling book Facilitating with Ease!, comes the next-step resource for
project leaders, managers, community leaders, teachers, and other facilitators who want to hone their skills in order to deal with
complex situations. Advanced Facilitation Strategies is a ﬁeld guide that oﬀers practical strategies and techniques for working with
challenging everyday situations. These proven strategies and techniques are based on experience gleaned from hundreds of
facilitated activities in organizations of all sizes and in all sectors. Both novice and seasoned facilitators who have had ﬁrsthand
experience designing and leading meetings will beneﬁt from this reality-based playbook. Advanced Facilitation Strategies is ﬁlled with
the information facilitators need to Become better at diagnosing facilitation assignments and creating eﬀective process designs
Broaden their repertoire of tools to make impromptu design changes whenever they are needed Learn to be more resilient and
conﬁdent when dealing with dysfunctional situations and diﬃcult people.
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BUYING STYLES
SIMPLE LESSONS IN SELLING THE WAY YOUR CUSTOMERS BUYS
AMACOM Div American Mgmt Assn Most sales professionals spend all their time and energy trying to perfect their own style of selling.
Yet they fail to recognize that buyers all have their own individual “buying styles”...and when sellers learn how to adapt their own
methods to best suit each buying style, they can dramatically increase their success rate. Presented as a “learning adventure,” Buying
Styles begins with a ﬁctional situation in which a salesperson has just lost a major sale...and decides to ﬁnd out why. Readers are then
brought along on an interactive lesson that shows them how to: • recognize the four key buying styles • understand what to do (and
not to do) when selling to customers exhibiting each • quickly spot the tell-tale signs that they are using the wrong approach • gain
the conﬁdence of prospects • improve their relationships with existing clients • develop a strategy for approaching new prospects •
increase their chances of closing each and every sale This quick and easy read, packed with tips, checklists, and on-the-go references,
unveils powerful new insights for successfully selling to anyone.

8 CORE PRACTICES OF FACILITATIVE LEADERS
Leadership Strategieds Publishing What is a Facilitative Leader? Facilitative leaders create organizations where engagement is the
norm, collaboration is the vehicle, and higher levels of achievement are the result. Unfortunately, many leaders continue to view their
role primarily as one of setting direction, allocating resources, and putting in place rewards, support, and development systems that
ensure their people stay focused on achieving that direction. In the changing workplace, this archaic view of leadership is completely
inadequate. More and more, employees are seeking to understand where their organization is going and to inﬂuence the paths taken
to get there. This shift in the workplace requires a new set of leadership skills. Leaders must know how to inspire people around a
vision, foster trust, manage group interaction, build consensus, resolve conﬂict, and adapt their approach to the speciﬁc needs of each
person they lead. They must be able to facilitate rather than dictate. This new direction calls for facilitative leaders. Praise for 8 Core
Practices of Facilitative Leaders "If you want a great book that takes a facilitative approach to leadership, here it is! The 8 Core
Practices of Facilitative Leaders oﬀers practical and insightful strategies any leader can apply immediately. Read this book and learn
the best ways to create engagement, buy-in, and alignment in your organization." --Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The New One Minute
Manager(R) and Leading at a Higher Level "Michael credits me with teaching him to value thinking and communication preferences.
He has written a practical guide to help you understand the behaviors needed to be highly impactful as a facilitative leader." --Ann
Herrmann-Nehdi, chief thought leader and chair of the board at Herrmann, creators of the HBDI Assessment and Whole Brain Thinking
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THE WORKSHOP BOOK
HOW TO DESIGN AND LEAD SUCCESSFUL WORKSHOPS
Pearson UK THE WORKSHOP BOOK TEACHES YOU HOW TO RUN AN EFFECTIVE WORKSHOP - EFFORTLESSLY. Based on methods
developed - and proven – in business, this highly visual and practical book will show readers how to design, lead and run eﬀective
workshops. The tools you need to design and lead successful workshops yourself Ways to enhance the collective intelligence of any
team, keeping them focussed and engaged Tricks and tips for structuring time to generate maximum productivity in a limited session
Advice on how to ﬁnd inspiration and creativity to generate great ideas for any industry or brief Workshop fundamentals, so you can
add your own ﬂair

PROCESS DESIGN: MAKING IT WORK
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO WHAT TO DO WHEN AND HOW FOR FACILITATORS, CONSULTANTS, MANAGERS AND
COACHES
John Wiley & Sons Process Design: Making It Work helps process consultants, managers, facilitators, coaches, organizational
development consultants?and anyone else who works with groups?to set up and deliver dynamic, creative process designs. Filled with
illustrative cases, examples, and templates, this step-by-step resource is an invaluable aid when creating customized agendas and
designs for situations ranging from basic meetings to complex, multiphased processes.

CLICK
THE VIRTUAL MEETINGS BOOK
Leadership Strategieds Publishing How much time does your organization waste in unfocused, unengaging and unproductive virtual
meetings? Virtual meetings are on the rise. Unfortunately, most meeting leaders don't know the strategies for executing masterful
virtual meetings. As a result, most virtual meetings: Don't start on time because people have diﬃculty with the technology Don't have
a deﬁned purpose due to lack of preparation Don't keep people engaged due to escalated multi-tasking Don't address conﬂict because
the leader often doesn't see the body language information that communicates silent disagreement Don't deal with dysfunction
because the meeting leader is distracted with the technology CLICK for Strategies "CLICK: The Virtual Meetings Book" provides
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meeting leaders with 60 comprehensive strategies for planning and executing masterful virtual meetings. In its twelve chapters, you'll
ﬁnd strategies and answers to these questions and more: How do you keep engagement high in a virtual meeting? How do you
eliminate unnecessary virtual meetings? What are the key features that diﬀerentiate various online meeting platforms? How do you
reduce the likelihood that your meeting will be derailed by technical issues? What if only a few people are remote? Or, what if you, the
meeting leader, are the only one remote? How do you ask questions that receive lots of responses instead of that dreaded silence?
What are the common virtual meeting dysfunctions, and how do you prevent them? How do you make sure you get quality results
from every virtual meeting? Authors Michael Wilkinson and Richard Smith, leaders in the #1 meeting facilitation and facilitation
training company in the US, show you how to deliver masterful virtual meetings, every time.

THE SECRETS TO MASTERFUL MEETINGS
IGNITE A MEETINGS REVOLUTION
Leadership Strategieds Publishing "That was an awful meeting. What a waste of my time!" How often have you had this same
thought? Why do we tolerate bad meetings? Consider the last meeting you attended. How many of these pitfalls were evident? - Did
not start on time. - Missing key people. - Lacked a clear purpose. - No agenda. - Few people engaged. - One or two people dominated.
- Discussion wandered, repeatedly. - Key issues were not addressed. - No decisions made. - No follow-up actions. - The meeting was
not worth the time. Have we lowered the bar so far that bad meetings have become the norm? Enough is enough. It is time to ignite a
meetings revolution. How Do You Transform a Bad Meeting Culture? In The Secrets to Masterful Meetings, Michael Wilkinson provides
leaders with a step-by-step guide for igniting a meetings revolution. The result: a complete culture transformation in which bad
meetings become unacceptable! This book supplies a step-by-step guide for igniting and sustaining a meetings revolution which, if
successful, will permanently change the way meetings are run in an organization. In his book, Wilkinson recommends that executives
empower their people with a set of meeting rights. He then provides a comprehensive meetings transformation program that equips
meeting leaders and meeting participants with tools for masterful meetings. What this Book Contains - 10 Meeting Rights to empower
every participant. - 10 steps to transform your meeting culture. - 15 meeting problems and how to address them. - 4 strategies for
eliminating unneeded meetings. - 6 tips for getting meetings started on time. - 3 robust tools for resolving disagreements. - 4
techniques for rescuing poorly run meetings. - 14 strategies for maximizing virtual meetings. - 6 agendas to use to gain the results
you want. - 4 checklists for executing Masterful Meetings. - And much more. Give Yourself a Gift. Give a copy of this book to everyone
whose meetings you attend: a gift that truly keeps on giving!
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CASE STUDIES IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES AND PRACTICES
SAGE Publications The Second Edition of Case Studies in Organizational Communication: Ethical Perspectives and Practices, by Dr.
Steve May, integrates ethical theory and practice to help strengthen readers' awareness, judgment, and action in organizations by
exploring ethical dilemmas in a diverse range of well-known business cases.

HOW LEARNING WORKS
SEVEN RESEARCH-BASED PRINCIPLES FOR SMART TEACHING
John Wiley & Sons Praise for How Learning Works "How Learning Works is the perfect title for this excellent book. Drawing upon new
research in psychology, education, and cognitive science, the authors have demystiﬁed a complex topic into clear explanations of
seven powerful learning principles. Full of great ideas and practical suggestions, all based on solid research evidence, this book is
essential reading for instructors at all levels who wish to improve their students' learning." —Barbara Gross Davis, assistant vice
chancellor for educational development, University of California, Berkeley, and author, Tools for Teaching "This book is a must-read for
every instructor, new or experienced. Although I have been teaching for almost thirty years, as I read this book I found myself
resonating with many of its ideas, and I discovered new ways of thinking about teaching." —Eugenia T. Paulus, professor of chemistry,
North Hennepin Community College, and 2008 U.S. Community Colleges Professor of the Year from The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education "Thank you Carnegie Mellon for making
accessible what has previously been inaccessible to those of us who are not learning scientists. Your focus on the essence of learning
combined with concrete examples of the daily challenges of teaching and clear tactical strategies for faculty to consider is a welcome
work. I will recommend this book to all my colleagues." —Catherine M. Casserly, senior partner, The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching "As you read about each of the seven basic learning principles in this book, you will ﬁnd advice that is
grounded in learning theory, based on research evidence, relevant to college teaching, and easy to understand. The authors have
extensive knowledge and experience in applying the science of learning to college teaching, and they graciously share it with you in
this organized and readable book." —From the Foreword by Richard E. Mayer, professor of psychology, University of California, Santa
Barbara; coauthor, e-Learning and the Science of Instruction; and author, Multimedia Learning
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THE DECISION BOOK: 50 MODELS FOR STRATEGIC THINKING
W. W. Norton & Company A short, sharp guide to tackling life’s biggest challenges: understanding ourselves and making the right
choices. Every day oﬀers moments of decision, from what to eat for lunch to how to settle a dispute with a colleague. Still larger
questions loom: How can I motivate my team? How can I work more eﬃciently? What is the long tail anyway? Whether you’re a newly
minted MBA, a chronic second-guesser, or just someone eager for a new vantage point, The Decision Book presents ﬁfty models for
better structuring, and subsequently understanding, life’s steady challenges. Interactive and thought-provoking, this illustrated
workbook oﬀers succinct summaries of popular strategies, including the Rubber Band Model for dilemmas with many directions, the
Personal Performance Model to test whether to change jobs, and the Black Swan Model to illustrate why experience doesn’t guarantee
wisdom. Packed with familiar tools like the Pareto Principle, the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and an unusual exercise inspired by Warren
Buﬀet, The Decision Book is the ideal reference for ﬂexible thinkers.

FACILITATING EMPOWERMENT
A HANDBOOK FOR FACILITATORS, TRAINERS AND INDIVIDUALS
4 Square Books Empowerment is a term that has grown in use dramatically in community development and the business world in
recent years. Until now, however, few books have actually detailed the processes that individuals and groups can use in order to
behave and act in a more empowered way. This thought-provoking book demystiﬁes power and challenges the narrow ways in which
it has been described in the past. Empowerment is about choice and this well-researched book is packed with proven techniques and
numerous exercises that will enable adult learners to analyze their past experiences, change accepted deﬁnitions of power and
empowerment and develop strategies to address problems and projects in a more 'empowered' way. The author encourages
facilitators, trainers and individuals to adopt and adapt the wide variety of tools included in this book-tools that include: card sorts;
stories and myths; exercises to practise new skills; ﬁlm analysis; and the author's personal experiences. The book also includes
detailed case studies from a variety of settings (business, education, healthcare and social work) and a sample empowerment
workshop framework, complete with instructions for workshop participants. The processes have been used to great eﬀect in Europe,
the USA, Canada and Australasia. They have also been very successfully applied within a number of diﬀerent cultures including
Abroiginal groups in Australia, Moslem women in Malaysia, cross-cultural groups in South Africa, Danish and Nepalese development
workers in Kathmandu, and lecturers in Mongolia!
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THRIVE
THE FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO RADICALLY INCLUSIVE MEETINGS
"Imagine meetings where everyone is heard and all people matter. Picture organizations that embrace all voices and are committed to
justice, equity and opportunity for all. Imagine businesses, nonproﬁts and the public sector creatively engaging people in thousands of
ways to get their best ideas, empower the silenced, and build communities where all are treated with dignity and respect. That's what
Thrive seeks to create. Each chapter contains practical insights and accessible stories that transform meetings from dull to dynamic.
You will learn how to create eﬀective agendas, keep meetings task-oriented but collegial, and facilitate eﬀectively in polarized or
conﬂicted settings. Thrive includes chapters on privilege and power, multi-lingual meetings, and full inclusion of persons with
disabilities. Whether you are a skilled practitioner or new to leadership, Thrive will teach you techniques for facilitating more eﬀective,
inclusive and energizing meetings"--

THE CREATOR'S CODE
THE SIX ESSENTIAL SKILLS OF EXTRAORDINARY ENTREPRENEURS
Simon and Schuster Based on in-depth interviews with more than 200 leading entrepreneurs, a lecturer at the Stanford Graduate
School of Business identiﬁes the six essential disciplines needed to transform your ideas into real-world successes. Each of us has the
capacity to spot opportunities, invent products, and build businesses—even $100 million businesses. How do some people turn ideas
into enterprises that endure? Why do some people succeed when so many others fail? The Creator’s Code unlocks the six essential
skills that turn small notions into big companies. This landmark book is based on 200 interviews with today’s leading entrepreneurs
including the founders of LinkedIn, Chipotle, eBay, Under Armour, Tesla Motors, SpaceX, Spanx, Airbnb, PayPal, Jetblue, Gilt Groupe,
Theranos, and Dropbox. Over the course of ﬁve years, Amy Wilkinson conducted rigorous interviews and analyzed research across
many diﬀerent ﬁelds. From the creators of the companies ranging from Yelp to Chobani to Zipcar, she found that entrepreneurial
success works in much the same way. Creators are not born with an innate ability to conceive and build $100 million enterprises. They
work at it. They all share fundamental skills that can be learned, practiced, and passed on. The Creator’s Code reveals six skills that
make creators of all kinds of endeavors breakthrough. These skills aren’t rare gifts or slim chance talents. Entrepreneurship, Wilkinson
demonstrates, is accessible to everyone.
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ASK A MANAGER
HOW TO NAVIGATE CLUELESS COLLEAGUES, LUNCH-STEALING BOSSES, AND THE REST OF YOUR LIFE AT
WORK
Ballantine Books From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty,
practical guide to 200 diﬃcult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
“the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the oﬃce because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book,
she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their
work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read
for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not)
and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to
relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to
improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book
is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with
grace, conﬁdence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but ﬁrm way.”—Erin
Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together

OPEN SPACE TECHNOLOGY
A USER'S GUIDE
Berrett-Koehler Publishers Open Space Technology is a methodological tool that enables self-organizing groups of various sizes to deal
with hugely complex issues in a very short period of time. Authored by the originator of Open Space Technology, this work presents a
user's guide that details what needs to be done before, during, and after an Open Space event.
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THE SURPRISING POWER OF LIBERATING STRUCTURES
SIMPLE RULES TO UNLEASH A CULTURE OF INNOVATION (BLACK AND WHITE VERSION)
Smart leaders know that they would greatly increase productivity and innovation if only they could get everyone fully engaged. So do
professors, facilitators and all changemakers. The challenge is how. Liberating Structures are novel, practical and no-nonsense
methods to help you accomplish this goal with groups of any size. Prepare to be surprised by how simple and easy they are for anyone
to use. This book shows you how with detailed descriptions for putting them into practice plus tips on how to get started and traps to
avoid. It takes the design and facilitation methods experts use and puts them within reach of anyone in any organization or initiative,
from the frontline to the C-suite. Part One: The Hidden Structure of Engagement will ground you with the conceptual framework and
vocabulary of Liberating Structures. It contrasts Liberating Structures with conventional methods and shows the beneﬁts of using
them to transform the way people collaborate, learn, and discover solutions together. Part Two: Getting Started and Beyond oﬀers
guidelines for experimenting in a wide range of applications from small group interactions to system-wide initiatives: meetings,
projects, problem solving, change initiatives, product launches, strategy development, etc. Part Three: Stories from the Field
illustrates the endless possibilities Liberating Structures oﬀer with stories from users around the world, in all types of organizations -from healthcare to academic to military to global business enterprises, from judicial and legislative environments to R&D. Part Four:
The Field Guide for Including, Engaging, and Unleashing Everyone describes how to use each of the 33 Liberating Structures with stepby-step explanations of what to do and what to expect. Discover today what Liberating Structures can do for you, without expensive
investments, complicated training, or diﬃcult restructuring. Liberate everyone's contributions -- all it takes is the determination to
experiment.

DELIVEROLOGY 101
A FIELD GUIDE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERS
Corwin Press Michael Barber, former chief advisor on delivery to British Prime Minister Tony Blair, provides steps to achieving public
education reform in this practical ﬁeld guide.

FACILITATION AT A GLANCE!
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A POCKET GUIDE OF TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR EFFECTIVE MEETING FACILITATION
Goal Q P C Incorporated An updated edition of a best-selling pocket guide to developing a collaborative management process is
comprised of facilitation strategies and techniques for promoting leadership at all levels of an organization, providing coverage of
topics ranging from prioritizing goals and establishing responsibilities to recognizing achievements and running eﬀective meetings.

MILLION DOLLAR CONSULTING
McGraw Hill Professional The Long-Awaited Update for Building a Thriving Consultancy Completely updated for today’s busier-thanever consultants, this classic guide covers the ins and outs for competing and winning in this ultracompetitive ﬁeld. You’ll ﬁnd step-bystep advice on how to raise capital, attract clients, create a marketing plan, and grow your business into a $1 million-per-year ﬁrm,
plus brand-new material on: Blogging and social networking Global consulting Delegating labor Proﬁting in a troubled market Retainer
business Internet marketing Praise for the previous editions of Million Dollar Consulting: “If you’re interested in becoming a rich
consultant, this book is a must read.” Robert F. Mager, founder and president, Mager Associates, and member of the Training &
Development Hall of Fame “Blast out of the per diem trap and into value billing.” Jim Kennedy, founder, publisher, and editor,
Consultants News “The advice on developing price structure alone is worth a hundred times the price of the book.” William C. Byham,
Ph.D., author of Zapp! “Must reading for those who are beginning a practice or seeking to upgrade an existing practice.” Victor H.
Vroom, John G. Searle Professor, School of Management, Yale University

NETWORKING FOR PEOPLE WHO HATE NETWORKING
A FIELD GUIDE FOR INTROVERTS, THE OVERWHELMED, AND THE UNDERCONNECTED
Berrett-Koehler Publishers Networking is the art of building and maintaining connections for shared positive outcomes. This ﬁeld guide
begins by politely examining, and then shattering to pieces, traditional networking truisms.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG COACHING MODELS
76 WAYS TO HELP MANAGERS GET THE BEST OUT OF PEOPLE
FT Press Leaders and Managers want quick answers, quick ways to reach solutions, ways and means to access knowledge that won’t
eat into their precious time and quick ideas that deliver a big result. The Little Book of Big Coaching Models cuts through all the noise
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and gives managers access to the very best coaching models that they need to get the best from their team Every model is quick and
easy to read and delivers the essential information and know-how quickly, eﬃciently and memorably.

OPEN ACCESS
MIT Press A concise introduction to the basics of open access, describing what it is (and isn't) and showing that it is easy, fast,
inexpensive, legal, and beneﬁcial. The Internet lets us share perfect copies of our work with a worldwide audience at virtually no cost.
We take advantage of this revolutionary opportunity when we make our work “open access”: digital, online, free of charge, and free of
most copyright and licensing restrictions. Open access is made possible by the Internet and copyright-holder consent, and many
authors, musicians, ﬁlmmakers, and other creators who depend on royalties are understandably unwilling to give their consent. But
for 350 years, scholars have written peer-reviewed journal articles for impact, not for money, and are free to consent to open access
without losing revenue. In this concise introduction, Peter Suber tells us what open access is and isn't, how it beneﬁts authors and
readers of research, how we pay for it, how it avoids copyright problems, how it has moved from the periphery to the mainstream, and
what its future may hold. Distilling a decade of Suber's inﬂuential writing and thinking about open access, this is the indispensable
book on the subject for researchers, librarians, administrators, funders, publishers, and policy makers.

THE NEW ONE MINUTE MANAGER
William Morrow A new edition based on the timeless business classic—updated to help today’s readers succeed more quickly in a
rapidly changing world. For decades, The One Minute Manager® has helped millions achieve more successful professional and
personal lives. While the principles it lays out are timeless, our world has changed drastically since the book’s publication. The
exponential rise of technology, global ﬂattening of markets, instant communication, and pressures on corporate workforces to do
more with less—including resources, funding, and staﬀ—have all revolutionized the world in which we live and work. Now, Ken
Blanchard and Spencer Johnson have written The New One Minute Manager to introduce the book’s powerful, important lessons to a
new generation. In their concise, easy-to-read story, they teach readers three very practical secrets about leading others—and explain
why these techniques continue to work so well. As compelling today as the original was thirty years ago, this classic parable of a
young man looking for an eﬀective manager is more relevant and useful than ever.

UNLOCKING THE MAGIC OF FACILITATION
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11 KEY CONCEPTS YOU DIDN'T KNOW YOU DIDN'T KNOW
Have you ever been in a training and marveled at how quickly the time ﬂew by? Genuinely enjoyed a meeting you were expecting to
dread? Learned something powerful about a topic you thought wouldn't engage you? Experienced an intimate, vulnerable,
transformative moment with a group of total strangers?Then you've witnessed the magic of facilitation.Like all magic tricks - though
they seem to defy reason when you're spectating for the ﬁrst time - once the secrets of facilitation are unveiled to you, you'll look
back with a bland obviousness. Of course that's how it's done. In this book, co-authors and social justice facilitators Sam Killermann
and Meg Bolger teach you how to perform the favorite tricks they keep up their sleeve. It's the learning they've accumulated from
thousands of hours of facilitating, debrieﬁng, challenging, and failing; it's the lessons from their mentors, channeled through their
experience; it's the magician's secrets, revealed to the public, because it's about time folks have the privilege of looking behind the
curtain of facilitation and thinking of course that's how it's done. This book is highlights 11 key concepts every facilitator should know,
that most facilitators don't even know they should know. They are sometimes-tiny things that show up huge in facilitation. It's a book
for facilitators of all stripes, goals, backgrounds, and settings - and the digestible, enjoyable, actionable lessons would beneﬁt anyone
who is responsible for engaging a group of people in learning.

THE BAREFOOT GUIDE TO WORKING WITH ORGANISATIONS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
The Barefoot Collective "This is a practical, do-it-yourself guide for leaders and facilitators wanting to help organisations to function
and to develop in more healthy, human and eﬀective ways as they strive to make their contributions to a more humane society. It has
been developed by the Barefoot Collective. The guide, with its supporting website, includes tried and tested concepts, approaches,
stories and activities. It's purpose is to help stimulate and enrich the practice of anyone supporting organisations and social
movements in their challenges of working, learning, growing and changing to meet the needs of our complex world. Although it is
aimed at leaders and facilitators of civil society organisations, we hope it will be useful to anyone interested in fostering healthy
human organisation in any sphere of life"--Barefoot Collective website.

HOW TO WIN IN A WINNER-TAKE-ALL WORLD
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO ADAPTING AND SUCCEEDING IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE CAREERS
St. Martin's Press From New York Times bestselling author and senior economic correspondent at The New York Times, how to
survive—and thrive—in this increasingly challenging economy. Every ambitious professional is trying to navigate a perilous global
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economy to do work that is lucrative and satisfying, but some ﬁnd success while others struggle to get by. In an era of remarkable
economic change, how should you navigate your career to increase your chances of landing not only on your feet, but ahead of those
around you? In How to Win in a Winner-Take-All World, Neil Irwin, senior economic correspondent at the New York Times, delivers the
essential guide to being successful in today’s economy when the very notion of the “job” is shifting and the corporate landscape has
become dominated by global ﬁrms. He shows that the route to success lies in cultivating the ability to bring multiple specialties
together—to become a “glue person” who can ensure people with radically diﬀerent technical skills work together eﬀectively—and
how a winding career path makes you better prepared for today's fast-changing world. Through original data, close analysis, and case
studies, Irwin deftly explains the 21st century economic landscape and its implications for ambitious people seeking a lifetime of
professional success. Using insights from global giants like Microsoft, Walmart, and Goldman Sachs, and from smaller lesser known
organizations like those that make cutting-edge digital eﬀects in Planet of the Apes movies or Jim Beam bourbon, How to Win in a
Winner-Take-All World illuminates what it really takes to be on top in this world of technological complexity and global competition.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF BEING
PRACTICES AND GUIDANCE FOR UNCOVERING YOUR NATURAL AWARENESS
Sounds True A practical guide for experiencing natural awareness—an eﬀortless and spacious state of resting in the depth of our
being. Do you recall, as a child, being enthralled by a drifting cloud, a rain-soaked leaf, a wandering ladybug? Or suddenly having a
sense of timelessness, contentment, and ease? If so, then you've already had a taste of natural awareness. Known and revered in
many traditions as a complement to focused mindfulness training, natural awareness transcends even these wondrous childhood
moments. Some describe it as a profound “awareness of awareness”—an eﬀortless, boundless state of resting in the depth of our
being. For those new to meditation and experienced meditators alike, these 72 “mini-chapters” guide you on an in-depth odyssey into
natural awareness, illuminated by many simple and enjoyable insights and exercises. The Little Book of Being invites you to explore:
The spectrum of awareness practices, from focused mindfulness to ﬂexible mindfulness to natural awareness How classical
mindfulness and eﬀortless natural awareness enrich and shape each other, and how to practice both Three ways to move into natural
awareness—relaxing eﬀort, broadening awareness, and dropping objects A treasury of “glimpse practices” to spark natural awareness
anytime, in just a few moments How to bring this way of “simply being” into your daily life, into your connection with others, and into
the world “At ﬁrst natural awareness may seem far away, just a whisper, but then it will begin to grow and expand and permeate
aspects of living. Over time we may feel more peace, more connection to ourselves. We may ﬁnd ourselves taking life a bit more
lightly. We may feel a sense of relaxed ‘beingness’ throughout the day, and when we do get caught in our dramas, we may ﬁnd
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ourselves moving out of them quicker than we imagined we could.” —Diana Winston

EMERGENT STRATEGY
SHAPING CHANGE, CHANGING WORLDS
AK Press In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help to shape the futures we want.
Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and our minds are in a constant state of ﬂux. They are a stream of ever-mutating,
emergent patterns. Rather than steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy teaches us to map and assess the swirling
structures and to read them as they happen, all the better to shape that which ultimately shapes us, personally and politically. A
resolutely materialist spirituality based equally on science and science ﬁction: a wild feminist and afro-futurist ride! adrienne maree
brown, co-editor of Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction from Social Justice Movements, is a social justice facilitator, healer, and doula
living in Detroit.

A PLANNER'S GUIDE TO MEETING FACILITATION
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